John Mousa
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Robin Hallbourg
Wednesday, June 27, 2012 9:16 PM
Scott Miller
John Mousa
RE: Well Sampling Follow-Up from May 30, 2012 Meeting
TRC Investigation of Private Wells 2004.pdf; Koppers - DOH Private Well Inventory 2009.pdf

Scott,
As I indicated yesterday, the best list (from existing information) is probably a combination of the wells TRC located in
their 2004 private well investigation report and the inventory of private wells (irrigation and potable) conducted by the
Alachua County Health Department in 2009. There is some overlap with these inventories and not all wells, especially
those that were not in use were identified. Attached are the summary table from the TRC report and the summary from
the Health Department inventory and sampling. Since there is some overlap and owner changes, I’ve set aside some
time tomorrow to develop a list of wells from those two lists and information from our files that may provide a better
place to start.
Additionally as we mentioned in May, we believe it is imperative to have an additional well in proximity to the former
Geiersbach well, which was found to be contaminated and subsequently plugged and abandoned by Beazer. An
additional Hawthorn (intermediate aquifer) well cluster is also needed in the northern portion of the site. We are
developing more detailed comments that should be sent in the next few days.
Thank you. Robin

Robin Hallbourg, P.G.
Alachua County Environmental Protection Department
408 W. University Avenue, Suite 106
Gainesville, FL 32601

352/264‐6825 (direct)
352/264‐6852 (fax)

From: Scott Miller [mailto:Miller.Scott@epamail.epa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 9:07 AM
To: Robin Hallbourg
Subject: Well Sampling Follow-Up from May 30, 2012 Meeting
Robin,
Good morning, wanted to follow-up with you on an item that you raised related to existing groundwater
wells nearby the former Koppers Site. In our May 30 meeting, you indicated that not only were there
existing irrigation wells but also drinking water wells in use nearby the former Koppers Site.
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I was unaware that folks were using groundwater for drinking purposes. Do you have a recent County
sampling report and/or a well survey that we can use to get started to track down these wells and check
on the possibility of sampling, abandonment etc.?
Thank you,
Scott Miller
Remedial Project Manager
Superfund Division
Superfund Remedial Branch
Section C
U.S. EPA Region 4
61 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta, GA 30303
Phone (404) 562-9120
Fax (404) 562-8896
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